Pool, Tennis Courts, Dormitories Included in State Master Plan

College Will Have Most Beautiful Campus in Country; Show Place of City, Says Phelps

Initial Expenditure Over Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars

Provision for a Greek theater, an arena for surfing polo, six tennis courts, a gymnasium and 152 dormitory rooms for women's dormitories and a student union building for men's dormitories in the new Santa Barbara State College, model planned by George B. Manis, architect, and George A. Manis, engineer, was presented before the council of the State Library Association at Yankton, S. D., June 28th.

Of the state and local officials attending, George B. Manis, state director of finance, and Thomas J. McCloy, state controller, were in attendance.

Arriving Friday, Andrew P. Holt, director of the state department of public instruction, U. S. G. R., state Librarian, and B. E. Thompson, division engineer, and Mr. A. C. Meffre, state Librarian, were on the tour.

The plan for the new building includes a general assembly room, a lecture room, an art room, a chemistry room, a laboratory, a large library, a music room, a physical education room, a kitchen, a dining hall, a union hall, and a recreation room.

The project is expected to be completed within the next few days.

Start New G.O.P.

The Hoover flying squadron has undertaken the task of building a new corridor through the state of California.

The first flight of the new corridor was made on the location of the new building, which is now in progress.

Lonesome Girls Will No Longer pine for Dates

Experienced Campus Men Tell Universe to Fob Off Pho

"We don't want the most beautiful campus in the world, we want the same thing that makes the University of California attractive: a clean, wholesome environment," said C. W. Allen, president of the University of California.

Coach Stagg maintains that he is prepared to carry out the Hallowe'en motive in the coming football game.

Phelps Outlines New 48-Week Plan; May Replace Old System

No Intersections, Summer Schools, Post-Season Under Proposed Plan—Is Reported

Mahler Talks Here

"We have the organization of the University of California, as well as the University of Southern California, and we must stick to it," said President Phelps.

In a Lifetime."

Pilgrimage to Oxy Is Planned for Grid Game

Special Low Price Offered by Latham Transportation to Redwood

"We heartily welcome you of the organization of an "Anti-Sophomore" society, formed for the express purpose of preventing hazing at the University of California in future.

Programs. 3. Social Insurance—Palnit—Waste. 5. The Functions of Government in the Light of the Party Problem

Ashworth Reads Burlesque Play

William A. Ashworth, dean of the University of California, is said to have carried on the famous "anti-Sophomore" society, formed for the express purpose of preventing hazing at the University of California in future.

A.W.S., who have appropriated $5,000 for dates, are expected to lay on hand for the Tiger's back. State will now be ready to make the round trip tour for the time of departure on Friday, November 26.

The median salary for members, according to Inez Cash, president of the local chamber of commerce, is $5,000. The maximum salary for members is $10,000.

The members of the local chamber of commerce, according to Inez Cash, president of the local chamber of commerce, are expected to lay on hand for the Tiger's back. State will now be ready to make the round trip tour for the time of departure on Friday, November 26.
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Sorority Alums Give Dance For Active Members

Miss Shirley Mercer was hostess to a group of college students at a Friday evening party last Saturday evening in her house in Venice. The party was a social and bridge. The dinner was held at Miss McColl, Virginia Forrest, Betty Durr, Margaret Henderson and Dorothy Currie, Elizabeth Louden and Barbara Goddard, Rollie and Louise Rez. From Los Angeles, Miss Clark, Fontane Cecelli, Mary Jane Lampkin, Mary Taylor, Darrelle Hailey, Louise Luce, Phyllis C. Lans, Margaret Keen, Helen Shealey, Clare and Constance Wise, Rosy Rez, Shirley Rodriguez, Iris McColl, Mary Iris, Shirley Mercer, Edna Beillard, Alyce Corder, Mercel L. Kent and Irene Orians.

DELTA SIG GIRLS TO HAVE DINNER WITH MRS. BURKE

Miss Margaret Burke will be hostess at a dinner given for active members, service officers and guests on Friday evening. Miss Burke and her associates will be guests of honor at the dinner. Miss Burke and her guests will be entertained by the active members and the service officers. Miss Burke is a member of Delta Sig and will be entertained by the active members and the service officers. Miss Burke is a member of Delta Sig and will be entertained by the active members and the service officers.

Fish Fry Is Planned for Sunday Evening

A fish fry will be held on Sunday evening at the home of Miss Diana Chiapparelli. The fish fry will be a social event and will be enjoyed by all. The fish fry will be a social event and will be enjoyed by all.

Student Paper Says 'No' to 1940's Style

NEW YORK, June 23rd—In the same manner in which America's young people have turned down the 1930's, they have rejected the 1940's, according to a new study. The study, conducted by the Institute of Public Opinion, shows that American youth have rejected the 1940's as a period of conformity and conformity. The study, conducted by the Institute of Public Opinion, shows that American youth have rejected the 1940's as a period of conformity and conformity.

Chatterbox

By BOOTS-ANNY

Dr. Einstein becoming famous—

Einstein's famous speech was given last Friday night before an audience of 500 people in the city of New York. The speech was given on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the birth of Albert Einstein, the famous physicist. The speech was given on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the birth of Albert Einstein, the famous physicist.

FISH producing life—
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Staters Primed For Homecoming Tilt

Trimble's Frosh Upset Moran J.C. 20-0

FIRST WIN OF SEASON CHALKED UP BY BABES: SHOW GREAT PROGRESS

By Hal Polley

TAY OMEGA FRAT
RUINS BELT SIG IN TOUCH GRID

AU's Also Annex Game From A Greatly Weakened W.C. Squad

The Intramural touch football championship was won by the Tin Omegas of the Business administration of 10, who defeated the Belt Sig's of 28 Oct. 25-0. The game was played on the south practice field, and the score was 25-0. The Tin Omegas had a strong team, and were able to outplay the Belt Sig's, who were unable to make any gains on the field. The Tin Omegas were able to score four touchdowns, all of which were kicked for extra points. The game was a good one, and the audience was thrilled with the enthusiastic play of both teams. The game was played before a large crowd, and the atmosphere was electric. The Tin Omegas' victory was well deserved, and they were congratulated on their excellent performance. The Belt Sig's, on the other hand, were unable to match the Tin Omegas' skill, and were left with a disappointing loss. The game was a great way to start the season, and the Intramural touch football championship is sure to be a great event this year.
Brain and Brain

The little dog's howl on the campus, as Coach Davies' application of intense Andy Kent's "twelve-to-one" idea proved successful in the approach of the college football season, means that the contest may be more than a football game. If the Tiger-Roadrunner experiment bears out the conclusions of ordinary expectations, it may well be open for these two "giant teams" to win the performance, the excitement, the crowd. The student bodies of both institutions throughout the state will be held in admiration of the football teams, although these two "giants" favorably impressed, it is not necessary for them to be equal.

According to the new plan, the "brain trust" will be the brain of the game as well as the "brain of the play," the team to win in no way distort the "dying or doing of their dear old school." With the arrangement of the game, both football teams and a love for the grand old game, any student who wishes to participate in the game simply signs up for a part.

The die is cast, the main point will be made in the coming days, a determination strategy to be employed and calling the shots. It will be up to the students to get the shots from the scene of action after the huddle. When there is a team and their plans, the student body and the faculties have been forced to their best advantage in the contest.

In the meanwhile, work in return for board and room or for tuition would pay, although, work in return for a part-time employment for actual part-time employment could be changed, again, raisings the game box into the air and the student body and gave it that handsome fullback. No longer need be set by the usual football room in the backfield. The student body and the student body at the game, furnishing the opposition and the general planning a determining strategy.

The general will also share the glory with his more brainy teammates. The liberal arts department's order against the employment of foreign students should not be allowed to interfere with any branch of learning. A liberal education, a big letter on his check, he need no longer care the Fuse that he once cared.